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Abstract— This paper presents an algorithmic framework for
conducting search and identification missions using multiple
heterogeneous agents. Dynamic objects of type “neutral” or
“target” move through a discretized environment. Probabilistic
representation of the current level of situational awareness
– knowledge or belief of object locations and identities – is
updated with imperfect observations. Optimization of search
is formulated as a mixed-integer program to maximize the
expected number of targets found and solved efficiently in
a receding horizon approach. The search effort is conducted
in tandem with object identification and target interception
tasks, and a method for assignment of these missions among
agents is developed. The proposed framework is demonstrated
in simulation studies, and an implementation of its decision
support capabilities in a recent field experiment is reported.

I. INTRODUCTION

Systems of autonomous agents are capable of executing
a wide array of complex coordinated tasks, and as such
have been subject of significant research efforts. The role
of autonomy is manifesting at all levels of the system
architecture, and increasingly, an integrated approach com-
bining information feedback, probabilistic modeling, and
optimization methods is necessary to achieve the complex
task in an efficient and effective manner [1], [2].

Of particular interest in many situational awareness scenar-
ios is a search-and-identify objective. In this context, multiple
dynamic objects of undetermined identity move through an
area of interest. The goal of a team of cooperating heteroge-
neous agents is to conduct search and identification of objects
in the region and to do so in an efficient manner. Objects can
be distinguished as “neutral” or “target” entities. Underlying
this objective are a variety of related questions including
allocation of which agent should perform which missions, as
well as modeling of the information state which continually
changes as a result of newly-acquired observations.

This paper presents a framework for conducting
information-gathering in an operational or decision-level
context using a team of (semi-)autonomous and heteroge-
neous agents. The proposed architecture incorporates prob-
abilistic models for the presence of objects/targets and their
motions through the region. Further, the primary focus of
search (i.e., detection of objects/targets) is addressed as an
optimization of search resources, given that different agents
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have different dynamic and sensing capabilities. Coupled
with this effort, however, is the need to classify already-
found objects by continued inspection. Additionally, once
the identity of the object has been ascertained, a decision
must be made based on this information, e.g., “targets” are to
be detained. The interactions between search, identification,
tracking, and interception compose the operational challenge
of managing multiple sources of multiple types of data
relevant to the situational awareness objective.

Given the operations research heritage in the theory of
search [3], [4], much emphasis in these works has been
placed in development of methods for optimization of search
resources, such as time or effort, as well as in formulation of
probabilistic models of search components, such as imperfect
observations or random target motions. Despite the computa-
tional complexity of the optimal search problem [5], valuable
analytic results are possible under certain assumptions, such
as the absence of false positive detections. Investigation of
the effect of false contacts in [6] highlights the relevance of
identifying objects in conjunction with their search. Another
limitation of these optimal methods is that they generally
consider a nonadaptive search optimization, where the entire
allocation of search effort is computed offline and executed
without incorporation of updated information. However, for
environments with dynamic interactions among multiple
objects, the role of information feedback becomes more
pronounced and essential.

Probabilistic models for the capture of a single “hos-
tile” target among a number of “non-hostile” individuals
are constructed in [7], which evaluates the probability of
the target’s capture as a function of the inspection time
necessary to classify an individual. Work presented in [8]
studies a Bayesian formulation for integrating probabilistic
observation information while conducting search in indepen-
dent cells and evaluating target presence (but not identity).
However, these probabilistic treatments do not optimize their
efforts to improve the information-gathering process.

Alternatively, much of the existing cooperative search
literature pertains to the trajectory planning and feedback
control of multiple dynamic agents, such as unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs) [1], [9], [10]. The search optimization
conducted in these works generally consider issues such as
waypoint arrival times [9] as the objective to be extremized.
Many of these optimal control formulations, however, either



assume perfect observations or neglect to incorporate imper-
fect detections into the search optimization. The conceptual
importance of Bayesian integration of uncertain information
and its relevance to practical implementations is well-known
to the sensor-based robotics community. Some recent works
propose the use of particle filtering [11] or Kalman filter-
ing [12] to address this key component of the search problem.

Of greater interest for autonomous operations using multi-
agent teams is an integration of the above probabilistic
models, feedback concepts, and optimization approaches to
conduct a series of missions relevant to the overall situa-
tional awareness objective. In contrast to work by [10] and
analogous efforts, where search is driven by revisit rates
to cells, the optimization of search as well as assignment
of missions are directly tied to the information content of
gathered observations. Further, the focus in these previous
works is on the search and attack of stationary targets,
which limits their applicability to dynamic environments and
evolving information states. Instead, the proposed formula-
tion incorporates a probabilistic model for dynamic objects
and also facilitates sequential decision-making with the most
current information by means of Bayesian updates.

The main contributions presented in this paper com-
prise the probabilistic modeling of a class of search and
identification problems, including integration of imperfect
observations using Bayesian updating of probability maps.
Additionally, the objective of maximizing the expected num-
ber of targets found is formulated and solved as a mixed-
integer program. Finally, an approach for conducting oper-
ational level decisions to allocate the heterogeneous agents
to different missions, such as search, identification, tracking,
or interception, is developed. The remainder of this paper is
organized as follows. Further description of the investigated
search and identification problem and its formulation are
provided in the sequel. The optimization, probability update,
and mission assignment components are described in Sec-
tions III-V. Simulation of an example developed throughout
the paper and discussion of preliminary experimental results
from a field test of the proposed framework are provided in
Section VI, followed by closing remarks and discussion on
avenues of future research.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider the area of interest to be represented by C cells.
Such a discretization of the environment may be due to
natural partitioning (e.g., individual buildings in a neighbor-
hood) or by construction (e.g., map grid coordinates) which
may aid in the computational and/or analytical methods. The
framework presented in this paper is independent of the
particular cellular decomposition chosen; a uniform grid is
selected for clarity in presentation, depicted in Fig. 1.

A team of heterogeneous agents, A, is deployed to con-
duct the situational awareness objective of determining the
number of targets present in the area of interest and their
respective locations. Let M = |A| denote the number of
agents forming the team.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the discretized area of interest, and example scenario
with a random number of objects/targets in the region and with a team of
heterogeneous agents. In this example, size of the area of interest is C = 99,
number of objects (including targets) is No = 17 with Nt = 7 targets (red
stars), and the team size is M = 10 comprising different unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs), and stationary sensor
types (denoted GND).

Each agent may possess different characteristics and ca-
pabilities. For the ith agent, a possible list of agent specifi-
cations may include:
• αi

X , β
i
X – detection error probabilities

• αi
Y , β

i
Y – identification error probabilities

• vi – average kinematic speed
• γi – 1 if capable of identification mission, 0 otherwise
• δi – 1 if capable of interception mission, 0 otherwise

The framework presented in this paper easily admits in-
clusion of additional agent-specific characteristics, such as
sensor field-of-view size or time before requiring refu-
eling/recharging. Extension to 3D (e.g., altitude) is also
straightforward in the sense of [13].

The area of interest contains a random number of objects,
No, unknown a priori by the team of agents, and is assumed
large enough such that an individual cell can contain at most
one object at any time. The presence or absence of an object
in a given cell c at time t is represented by a Bernoulli
random variable, Xc(t). Define

pc(t) def= Pr(Xc(t) = 1).

The dynamics of moving objects can be modeled in a
generic manner by letting P denote the transition probability
matrix, which can be constructed for a large class of prob-
abilistic Markovian motions (e.g., random walk or constant
velocity motion with Gaussian process noise). The update
of the object probabilities can be computed in Chapman-
Kolmogorov fashion:

pc(t)←
C∑

k=1

ρkc pk(t), (1)

where ρkc represents the transition probability that an object
in cell k moves to cell c in the next time period.

Recall the assumption that only one object is present in
a cell at one time. This assumption can be made when the
density of objects in the area is relatively low (e.g., a single



(a) (b)
Fig. 2. Illustration of example initial object and target probability maps. (a)
Objects are initially presumed to be most likely located in the upper section
with high probability (represented by light shading) and least likely to be
present at the bottom of the region (dark blue shading). (b) The likelihood of
an object being a target is initially presumed uniform (i.e. non-informative),
such that an object in one cell is equally as likely to be a target as one in
any other cell.

hiker per square kilometer) or when the discretization of the
area of interest is sufficiently fine. The practical implication
of this assumption is the unambiguity in the locations of
simultaneously-observed objects. Alternatively, classical data
association methods may be applied to relax this analytic
simplification.

Additionally, objects can be categorized into “neutrals”
and “targets,” necessitating the identification component of
the situational awareness objective. Given an object in cell c
(for brevity, the time index t is omitted where no ambiguity
exists), the identity of an object in a cell c is also modeled
as a Bernoulli random variable, Yc. Define

qc
def= Pr(Yc = 1|Xc = 1).

Observe that conditional probability of a target is affixed to
the cell rather than (possible) individual objects, which yields
two main advantages. Firstly, such a formulation captures
the notion that certain cells or proximity to them may rep-
resent heightened “suspicion” of target presence. Examples
of this include presence in restricted areas or proximity to
border crossings. Secondly, the operational decisions do not
require computationally expensive multiple target tracking
algorithms, which is a key highlight of this formulation.

The information relevant to providing the desired situa-
tional awareness is captured entirely by the quantities, pc and
qc. The object and target probabilities over all cells compose
the object and target probability maps, denoted Mp ∈
[0, 1]C and Mq ∈ [0, 1]C , respectively. Such probability
maps have been used throughout the robotics community
for guiding obstacle avoidance, simultaneous localization
and mapping, as well as search [14], [15], [16], [17]. The
algorithmic framework presented in this paper is independent
of the specific distribution of object/target probability mass
throughout the map, and the examples depicted in Fig. 2 are
chosen for illustrative simplicity.

The situational awareness objective can be quantified by
the reward, defined for cell c by

rc
def= pc · qc = Pr(Xc = 1) Pr(Yc = 1|Xc = 1), (2)

from which the reward map, Mr ∈ [0, 1]C , is constructed.
The reward represents the expected value of a target’s
presence in a particular cell. The optimization of search
(described in Section III) utilizes the above reward map to
determine the routes of searching agents that maximize the
expected number of targets found in the region.

III. SEARCH OPTIMIZATION

The optimization of search effort has been significantly
studied in the operations research community, and various
analytical and numerical results are readily found in the
literature for the optimal allocation of search resources under
various governing assumptions. See [4] for a survey on
classical search theory. Primary emphasis in these works,
however, is placed on the detection of objects without con-
sideration of the identification task, with few exceptions [6],
[7]. As described in this section, the probability that a given
object is a target is implicit in the reward function used to
generate routes for the information-gathering agents.

Recall that the reward in the cth cell represents the proba-
bility that there is a target present in cell c. The objective of
the search optimization is to maximize the expected number
of targets found in the area of interest. Formally, this is
described as

max
t+T∑
s=t

∑
i∈S⊆A

∑
k,l

rl(s+ τ i
k,l) · Ii

k,l(s), (3)

where Ii
k,l(s) is a binary decision variable which is one when

agent i has a route departing cell k at time period s towards
cell l, and zero otherwise. The transit time, τ i

k,l = vi

dk,l
, is the

time needed by agent i to travel at a distance dk,l at speed
vi. The current time period is indexed by t, and T represents
the lookahead horizon length for which optimal search routes
are sought. The first summation represents accumulation of
reward for times s between t and t + T . The length of the
time horizon is used as a design parameter; the longer the
lookahead horizon (i.e., higher T ), the greater the foresight
in situational awareness but at higher computation cost. The
second summation is performed over all agents currently
conducting search, S ⊆ A. The final summation corresponds
to summation over all possible cell pairings.

Requirements such as initial conditions, path continuity,
and restrictions on revisits to cells are contained in constraint
(in)equalities, respectively, in Equations 4-6.∑

l

Ii
k,l(t) = ai

k(t), ∀ i, k (4)∑
k

Ii
k,l(s−τ i

k,l) =
∑
m

Ii
l,m(s) , ∀ i, l, t<s≤ t+T (5)

t+T∑
s=t+1

∑
i

∑
k 6=l

Ii
k,l(s) ≤ 1, ∀ l. (6)

The initial agent locations are described by ai
k(t), which

is one if the ith agent is in cell k at initial time t and zero
otherwise. Eqn. 5 reflects that all agents entering a given cell
l must leave from this cell throughout the time horizon. The



(a) (b)
Fig. 3. (a) Optimization of search, illustrated for a lookahead time horizon
of T = 6. Goal locations (i.e., the first cell in the searching agents’
optimized routes) are indicated by (blue) agent outlines and their connecting
lines. (b) Probabilistic update of the reward map. Observations are used
to update the probabilistic reward map in a Bayesian manner, lowering
(darkening) reward in cells where no objects were detected and increasing
(lightening) reward values in cells with positive detections.

final constraint seeks to ensure that search agents diversify
which cells they plan to visit rather than revisiting previously
observed locations.

The computational burden of finding the optimal solution
to this mixed integer program is substantial; branch and
bound methods for optimization (e.g., as done in [9], [13]),
among other approaches, can be used to efficiently compute
nearly optimal solutions. Computation time must be such that
nearly real-time implementation in the decision-level feed-
back loop is possible, which is facilitated by use of efficient
computational packages such as CPLEX. The time scale of
operational relevance is on the order of minutes, which is
achievable for moderate number of cells and search agents.
The computation time can be modulated to accommodate
the time scale of interest by choice of parameters such as
environment discretization, time horizon length, or team size.

The output of the above optimization is an optimized route
or a sequence of cells to be visited over the time horizon for
all search agents, and the first cell in the optimized route
for each search agent is designated its goal location for
the current time period. These routes provide the maximal
collective reward (as defined by Eqn. 2) aggregated by
the search team over the time horizon. Trade-offs between
the optimal solution for fixed time horizon length and the
dependence on various optimization input parameters, such
as agent dynamics, capabilities, and team composition, etc.,
can be thoroughly investigated. Such parametric studies and
sensitivity analyses are subject of ongoing research.

Observe in Fig. 3 that some high-reward cells that may be
closer to an agent are not visited (first) due to the fact that
the optimization finds feasible routes over a time horizon
for all searching agents. That is, some areas are left open to
ensure slow-moving agents have feasible routes for future
movements. This behavior demonstrates the advantage of
longer time horizons over myopic approaches in helping to
avoid “painting oneself into a corner.”

If search for objects were the only consideration, the
above procedure would be repeated using the same team
of searchers to generate new optimized routes to reflect
updated information. However, given the additional level of
information sought regarding object identities, assignment
of agents to parallel missions of search, identification, and
tracking/intercept must first be conducted. Hence, as agents
are allocated to perform different missions, the subteam of
agents conducting search will change dynamically in size and
capabilities. This additional but essential adaptive component
distinguishes the work presented in this paper from those that
only investigate the multi-agent search problem.

IV. PROBABILISTIC SEARCH AND IDENTIFICATION

The integration of newly-acquired information regarding
the presence or absence of objects/targets is essential to
addressing the dynamic nature of the situational awareness
objective. The section constructs the Bayesian expressions
for updating the object and target probability maps with
observations registered throughout each time period which
directly relate to not only the search optimization but also the
assignment of the parallel missions of identification, tracking,
and interception.

A. Detection Observation Update

Recall that the presence of an object in cell c is given
by the random variable Xc(t). The ith agent’s detection
observation of this cell is also a Bernoulli random variable,
denoted X̂i

c(t). The associated detection error likelihood
probabilities describe the detector characteristics and are
defined formally as

Pr
(
X̂i

c = 0|Xc = 1
)

def= βi
X (false miss)

Pr
(
X̂i

c = 1|Xc = 0
)

def= αi
X (false detection)

where αi
X and βi

X are the detection error probabilities of
the ith agent. These error probabilities are assumed stationary
and also independent of the cell observed. Note that the gen-
erality of the proposed formulation allows for false positive
detections, which is particularly relevant for search in rich or
cluttered environments. Further, different agents may easily
be modeled to possess better detector characteristics (i.e.,
lower α and/or β) than others.

Upon receipt of an observation, X̂i
c, the posterior proba-

bility of an object in cell c is derived using Bayes’ theorem:

pc ←
Ψ
(
X̂i

c

)
pc

Φ
(
X̂i

c

)
(1− pc) + Ψ

(
X̂i

c

)
pc

, (7)

where Φ(·) and Ψ(·) are functions of the Bernoulli (detec-
tion) random variable [18] defined as:

Ψ
(
X̂i

c

)
= βi

X

(
1− X̂i

c

)
+
(
1− βi

X

)
X̂i

c

Φ
(
X̂i

c

)
= αi

X X̂i
c +

(
1− αi

X

) (
1− X̂i

c

)
.



For multiple detections occurring in the same time period
(including repeated detections in the same cell), the update is
processed sequentially assuming independent observations.

The integration of detection observations in cell c may
lead to the determination that an object is present (or absent)
based on a threshold policy. If the updated object probability
exceeds a given threshold, pc, then “object presence” is
registered. Alternatively, if this posterior probability falls
below a lower threshold, p

c
, then the cell is declared empty.

Otherwise, the presence or absence of an object in this
cell remains undetermined and requires more information.
This sequential decision-making approach [8], [19], [18]
stems in principle from the sequential probability ratio test
(SPRT) [20], from which appropriate values for decision
thresholds can be obtained to ensure desired decision perfor-
mance. For example, a sufficiently high value of the upper
threshold pc may be used to minimize incorrect decisions of
object presence in the cell. The crossing of either threshold
triggers a mode transition, discussed further in Section V.

B. Identification Observation Update

Similarly, the integration of identification observations
requires specification of the error probabilities, given by:

Pr
(
Ŷ i

c = 0|Yc = 1, Xc = 1
)

def= βi
Y (false “target”)

Pr
(
Ŷ i

c = 1|Yc = 0, Xc = 1
)

def= αi
Y (false “neutral”)

As discussed previously, the elements of the target condi-
tional probability map, Mq , are associated with the cells in
the environment, and as such are not directly influenced by
identification observations. Instead, the target probability, qc,
serves as the initial value of the identification decision vari-
able, bi(0), in the Bayesian update required for conducting
the object identification mission.

Upon a search agent’s confirmation of an object’s presence
in cell c and subsequent transition from search to identifi-
cation mode, the identification decision variable, bi(n), is
updated according to:

bi(n+ 1) =
Ψ
(
Ŷ i

c

)
bi(n)

Φ
(
Ŷ i

c

)
(1− bi(n)) + Ψ

(
Ŷ i

c

)
bi(n)

, (8)

where n is the number of identification observations made
in the current time period, and Φ(·) and Ψ(·) are again
functions of the Bernoulli random variable (in this case, the
identification observation, Ŷ i

c ):

Ψ
(
Ŷ i

c

)
= βi

Y

(
1− Ŷ i

c

)
+
(
1− βi

Y

)
Ŷ i

c

Φ
(
Ŷ i

c

)
= αi

Y Ŷ i
c +

(
1− αi

Y

) (
1− Ŷ i

c

)
.

Similar to the detection decision, a transition in the agent’s
mode occurs when bi(n) crosses either of two specified upper
and lower thresholds, corresponding to an identification of
“target” and “neutral,” respectively. Further specification of
these transitions are described in Section V.

V. MISSION ASSIGNMENT

The assignment of missions designates different modes
of operations which may have fundamentally different
information-gathering and motion-planning characteristics,
namely those of search, identification, tracking or intercep-
tion. These modes, though separate in algorithmic execution,
are coupled in that an agent assigned to one mission cannot
simultaneously perform other missions. For example, an
agent currently tracking a newly-discovered target cannot,
nominally, perform search as determined by the search
optimization of routes. Also, information obtained during one
mission can influence subsequent execution of other agents’
missions. This coupling occurs by the associated adjustment
of the object and/or target probabilities according to mission
transitions described below.

Nominally, all agents are initially performing search,
following routes determined to be nearly optimal as per
Section III. Searching agents report detection observations,
X̂i

c, which enable update of the object probability map with
current information in the Bayesian manner described in
Section IV-A. The target map remains unchanged in this
mode. The composition of the search team directly influences
the quality and quantity of information collected in each time
period, which, in turn, affects the composition of the search
team in the subsequent time period.

Upon sufficient evidence of the presence of an object in
cell c (see Fig. 4(a)), the searching agent can transition to
identification mode. The object probability in cell c is set
to zero, i.e., pc(t) = 0, which removes the detected object
(more accurately, its probability mass) from subsequent
search optimization. Additionally, the identification decision
variable, bi, is initialized to be the current cell’s target
probability, qc. An identifying agent maintains contact with
the object (i.e., stays within sensing range) while gathering
identification observations, Ŷ i

c . These observations are inte-
grated, as described in Section IV-B, until an identification
decision (either “neutral” or “target”) is made.

In the former case, the (possibly misclassified) object is
released and free to continue its motion through the environ-
ment, and the identifier returns to search mode, making it
available for tasking in the next iteration of optimized search.

Alternatively, following a positive identification of a likely
target, this agent’s next mission depends on its specific
capabilities. For example, UAVs cannot provide close up
inspection of ground-based targets, and thus require the as-
sistance of a ground-based agent, e.g., an unmanned ground
vehicle (UGV), to intercept the likely target. The UAV
broadcasts its request for intercept and meanwhile continues
to follow the likely target in tracking mode and provides the
goal location for an intercepting ground unit. The mission
assignment protocol at the command center registers this
request and assigns an available UGV (e.g., one conducting
search) to service the tracking UAV. An illustration of this
transition and intercept course is depicted in Figs. 4(b-c),
where both the tracking UAV and associated intercepting
UGV are highlighted.



(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 4. Illustration of mission assignment and transitions. (a) A searching
agent (e.g., UAV) detects and indicates a likely target, but cannot intercept
and verify the target itself, so requests assistance of an intercept-capable,
ground-based agent, (b) The nearest available UGV transitions from search
to intercept mode, (c) UGV plans intercepting trajectory while UAV remains
in tracking mode, (d) Upon successful intercept, UAV is released to rejoin
the search effort, while UGV completes target confirmation.

Upon the interceptor’s arrival to the tracker’s position
and successful contact has been made, a hand off of the
likely target can occur, such that the tracking UAV returns
to the pool of search agents while the UGV conducts final
inspection/interrogation of the likely target. A confirmed
“target” can be “captured” or otherwise assumed to no
longer be considered throughout the remainder of the search
process. Alternatively, though presumed to be a “target,” the
intercepting agent may, with greater certainty, declare the
object to be “neutral” and release it. In both cases, the agent
in intercept mode returns to the search mission, as illustrated
in Fig. 4(d), unless assigned to intercept another likely target.

Decision errors (e.g., missed detection of an object, mis-
taken release of a “target”) can occur at the interfaces
between these different missions, which result in wasted ex-
penditure of valuable resources. Mitigation of these errors by
choice of system parameters, such as sensor characteristics,
allocation of agents, and decision thresholds, is an important
element of the overall system design and analysis.

VI. DISCUSSION AND EXPERIMENTS

Consider the gridded environment depicted in Fig. 1 where
side lengths of each cell are measured in kilometers and each

time period lasts ten minutes. A combination of different
UAVs and UGVs as well as static sensor network nodes are
initially deployed, as shown, in search of targets.

Assumed prior information dictates that the probability of
the presence of objects in the example considered is higher in
northern cells as compared to southern cells, and is illustrated
in Fig. 2(a). These object probabilities can be determined
by aggregation of previous experiments (e.g., population
density), by the effect of the environment (e.g., terrain), or by
expert (but subjective) opinion. Target likelihood is presumed
spatially uniform. In the illustrated case, the object and target
map elements are given below, where each cell c is described
by row and column coordinates (a, b):

p(a,b) = (0.07a)2, ∀ b, q(a,b) = 0.001, ∀ c = (a, b).

System parameters used to generate the demonstrative sim-
ulation outputs of Figs. 3-4 are tabulated below with agent-
specific values for observation error probabilities, mean
speed, and mission capabilities, as described in Section II.

i αi
X βi

X αi
Y βi

Y vi γi δi

0.3 0.35 0.3 0.3 3 1 0
0.2 0.25 0.2 0.2 5 1 0

0.15 0.2 0.1 0.1 7 1 0
0.1 0.15 – – 1 0 0

0.05 0.05 0 0 2 1 1
0.1 0.1 – – 0 0 0

A. Experimental Implementation

A field experiment was conducted at Camp Roberts,
California, and builds on previous and ongoing research [21].
The approximately 8km×10km area was discretized into a
grid of 9×11 cells. The heterogeneous team comprised three
UAVs (Raven, Buster, and Scan Eagle) and two Special
Operations manned ground vehicles, as well as an array
of simulated ground sensors (which provide only detection
“cues” [22], [23] alerting more capable agents). Six vol-
unteers were recruited as mobile objects, three of whom
were designated “civilians” (identifiable by specific attire)
and the remaining three “insurgents.” These individuals were
instructed to follow trajectories drawn randomly from sample
paths obeying a random walk transition probability matrix
described in Section II, with ρcc = 0.90 to model nominal
walking speeds on rolling terrain.

A decision support tool (see Fig. 5), called the Aerial
Search Optimization Model - Identification & Interception
(ASOM-II), was developed and utilized for this field ex-
periment. This tool provides a graphical representation of
the current level of situational awareness, and serves as a
front-end to the integration and automation of the search
optimization, the probability map updates, and the mission
assignment components presented in this work.

Using ASOM-II, the proposed search, identification, track,
and intercept framework was implemented and successfully
demonstrated. Human-in-the-loop elements were utilized for
proof-of-concept, including the flight path control of aerial
assets, object detection in down-linked video streams, and



Fig. 5. Illustration of graphical user interface to the Aerial Search
Optimization Model - Identification & Interception (ASOM-II) decision
support tool, developed for field experimentation at Camp Roberts, CA.
Outputs to the user are recommendations on optimal goal locations for
search assets, mission assignments of aerial- and ground-based agents, and
visual representation of the current level of situational awareness.

manual input of observations. During the course of the 2 1
2

hour experiment, two of three “insurgents” were successfully
found and apprehended, whereas four occasions of encoun-
ters with “civilians” were recorded.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Complex, multi-agent systems often face the challenge of
addressing multiple concurrent objectives where decisions
regarding agents’ actions must be make in order to best
achieve the varied goals. This paper presented a decision-
level framework which guides multiple autonomous agents
to effectively and efficiently conduct search and identifica-
tion for targets of interest in a discretized environment. A
probabilistic representation of the situational awareness in
terms of the expected value of target presence was developed.
This information drives the type and allocation of different
missions including search, identification, tracking, and in-
terception for heterogeneous agents with diverse motion and
sensing capabilities. The optimization of multi-agent search
was formulated as a mixed-integer program using a receding
horizon, which generates search routes providing greatest
improvements in the determination and localization of targets
in the environment. Imperfect observations, both detections
and identifications, were integrated with existing information
in a sequential Bayesian decision approach. The decisions re-
garding the presence and identify of objects (either “neutral”
or “target”) in conjunction with specific agent capabilities
govern the transition to tracking and interception modes of
operation. Simulation and initial experimental results were
presented to demonstrate the proposed framework and its
relevance to multi-agent information-gathering operations.

Additional richness in the optimization formulation can
provide greater insight to a number of applications. Factors
such as risk (e.g., in hostile environments), variable size of
sensing field-of-view, or communication connectivity, can be
accounted for in the route optimization.

From an operations analysis standpoint, issues such as
the size and composition of the heterogeneous team and
prioritization of missions highlight the numerous trade-off
studies which can be conducted. The effects of different
(expected) densities of objects and targets on the level of
situational awareness obtainable with finite resources can
also be investigated.
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